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ABSTRACT. In the martingale context, the dual Banach space to H.   is

BMO in analogy with the result of Charles Fefferman [4] for the classical

case. This theorem is an easy consequence of decomposition theorems for

H.-martingales which involve the notion ofL -regulated ¿.-martingales

where  1 < p < oo. The strongest decomposition theorem is for p = oo, and

this provides full information about BMO. The weaker p = 2 decomposition

is fundamental in the theory of martingale transforms.

Introduction. Shortly after Charles Fefferman [A] proved that the dual Banach

space to the Hardy space H.  (in this context we view Hl as the space of func-

tions on the circle which together with their conjugate function belong to Lj) was

equivalent to the space BMO of functions of bounded mean oscillation treated by

John and Nirenberg [9], a martingale analogue was proved by Fefferman and Stein,

A. Garsia, and me; see [5] and [6]. In this Richard Gundy played a role which, at

least for me, was of the highest value. There are related matters in [7] and [ll].

The martingale spaces BMO    are defined for 1 < p < oo by the John-Nirenberg

conditions JN    plus a supplementary condition which is needed to handle the

case of general martingales; see §2 below for the definitions. In the classical

case, that of martingales on a dyadic stochastic base, John and Nirenberg proved

that, while the defining conditions for membership in BMO    appear to be more

stringent with increasing p, they are all equivalent. The John-Nirenberg results

remain valid for general martingales; the statement is Theorem JN in §2. Although

this theorem is stated right after a section of preliminaries and the basic defini-

tions, it is one of the deepest results in the paper and much of the subsequently

developed machinery is used in the proof.

The duality of H.  with BMO in both the classical and martingale cases is

proved in two parts. The easy step is to show that every bounded linear functional
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on H y is represented by a "function" in BMO    for every p. This result we call

Theorem E to suggest "exponential class". The idea is quite simple. For prob-

ability spaces one has that the //.-norm is dominated by the L log L norm; the

bounded linear functionals on tí.  must also be bounded on L log L and hence

belong to the exponential class. The conditional version of this statement is

Theorem E; see §3 for the precise details.

The hard part of the duality theorem is to prove Theorem F : the elements of

BMO    give bounded linear functionals on Hy. The Fefferman result in the classi-

cal case and the first martingale generalization would correspond to Theorem F,.

Here we prove the stronger Theorem F.. In the classical case F,  is a corollary

of F2 via the John-Nirenberg Theorem JN. In our approach, Theorem JN for general

martingales is a corollary of F.  via Theorem E.

In this article I have tried to cast my proofs of Theorems Fj and F2 in a

form which I hope will illuminate the subject. (Theorem F2 is an immediate corol-

lary of F., but it has a simple independent proof which is of interest in its own

right.) The basic idea is to define certain spaces    L.  of "L -regulated L.-martin-

gales". These have a vague analogy with some spaces of Beurling discussed in

[8]. The    L,  spaces seem of natural interest in martingale theory, and, what is

crucial here, it is an abstract triviality that a "function" satisfying the John-

Nirenberg conditions JN , gives a bounded linear functional on    L,  (p   is always

the conjugate index to p, that is 1/p + l/p = 1).

The    Ly-spaces are defined in §5, but we shall give a rough indication here.

Let iff be an L -function and ië ¡ff\ the martingale sequence formed by its succes-

sive conditional expectations. Suppose that for some integer N we have ë..^ ■ 0

while g is an L ,-function which depends on the past up to time N. Then the pro-

duct gift is a prototypical element of A-y. Note that for /= fffi we have ë / =

g&n<ff, so that the successive fortunes ië f\ ate the fortunes in a fair L -game

starting at time N + 1, namely the sequence |ë iff], multiplied by an L , initial

bet, g. The Banach space   Lj  consists of appropriate norm-convergent sums of

these prototypical elements. The spaces    L,  for 1 < p < oo form a family of sub-

spaces of Hy which decrease as p increases.

Theorem Fj is a rather easy consequence of Theorem B, a decomposition

theorem for H y -martingales given in §8. The definition of the //j-class used here

is in terms of the martingale maximal function. We say that h £ Hy  if Mb £ Ly

where Mh = sup   |ë h\\ there is also a normalizing assumption, lim _>_00 ë h = 0.

What Theorem B asserts is that any h £ Hy  can be split as h =a +/ where

1W^na _ên-lalll<00 and / e ooLr

The proof of Theorem B begins with an idea from Burgess Davis [3]. One way

to formulate Davis' device is to say that an //.-martingale can be split as h = a + /

where a, the part having the big jumps in the conditional expectations, is as before,
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and /corresponds to a martingale having majorisations |© f\ < T    % where fr I

is an increasing Lj-bounded sequence such that r   depends only on the past up

to time 72. Thus the condition |ê f\ <r _ j means we have a good control on G>J

in terms of the strict past.

The key result is Theorem A     in §6 which states that the martingales having

the above property are precisely the L^-regulated Lj-martingales previously defined

by saying / 6 ^L.. This is what is needed to conclude the proof of Theorem B,

and it gives a characterization of ^Lj  in useful terms. The proof of Theorem A^

is the only place one has to work hard and the only place where we use genuinely

probabilistic techniques.

Theorem A, in §7 characterizes the space 2Lj of L 2 -regulated Lj -martingales

in familiar terms. The point is that the    Lj-spaces are defined in a way which is

technically convenient, but this definition gives no insight how to verify in prac-

tice that a function belongs to the space.

Theorem B2 is the weakened version of Theorem B which states that i = a + /

where now / e ,L.. The space «L,  is preserved by a large class of martingale

transformations. As a consequence of Theorem B2 we have Theorem C in §4 which

states that H.  is preserved under a wide class of martingale conjugate functions.

By enlarging the notion of "conjugate function" to include Hilbert space-valued

functions (this requires no extra effort) we can exhibit Davis' theorem as an imme-

diate corollary, Theorem D, of the preceding Theorem C.

A remark about constants. When an estimate is given in the form x <6y it

means that the constant 6 may be the best possible. By contrast, x < 6y means

there is an estimate x < cy with c < 6. The result would be stated in this form

had we in fact proved c < 3 + 2\/2. The effect is that in a subsequent calculation

x < 12y might be replaced by 9x < 53y. It also occurs that from a theorem x   <

53y¡) tot all p, we state a corollary in the form x2 < 13y2; what this indicates is

that there is a way to prove x2 < 13y2, but it is not worth explaining in view of

the limited interest of the more refined estimate. On the other hand, there is an

attempt to give good estimates, and if one of the displayed theorems asserts an

inequality x <6y it means either the author is unable to prove x < 5y or that such

a minor improvement would require a lot of extra work.

1. Preliminary notions. A measure ring (u, u) is a pair consisting of a Boolean

ring d and a function p: â —» [0, oo) such that p(0) = 0 and u(A Uß) + u(A O ß) =

u(A) + p(ß) with the property that d is a complete metric space when endowed

with the distance d(A, B) = u(A A ß) the symbol A standing for symmetric differ-

ence. We call the elements of â "events", but p is not required to be a probability

measure.   The events all have finite measure and u(A) > 0 unless A » 0. This

means we do not consider "sets" of infinite measure, and we throw away "sets"

of measure 0. This avoids having to write "almost everywhere" almost everywhere.
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A stochastic base tot (Cl, p) is an increasing sequence \Gt : n £ Z| of closed

subrings of Cf such that U Cf    is dense in Cf and the following condition holds:

for each E £ Cf, each n £ Z, and each e > 0, there exists A £ Cf   with p(E O A) >

p(E) - e.

We make no distinction between an event A and its indicator function. A

simple function is a linear combination of events and L (Cf, p; R) is, for 1 < p < «>,

the Banach space obtained by completing the U-simple functions in the L    norm.

The space LM can be defined in the same spirit. For each A  £ Cf we put Cf    for

the Boolean o -algebra constituted by the subsets of A. The projective limit of the

Cf    gives a Boolean o -algebra U, and L^Cf; R) consists of the bounded U-mea-

surable functions, (CE corresponds to the sets of finite measure in Cf.) For simplic-

ity we assume that (Cf, ¡j) is a-finite, i.e. the 1-element of Cf is a countable union

of elements of Cf.

Excess baggage in the notation will be dropped where no unintended confusion

can result.

The spaces L (Cf  ) are included in L (CO. There is a unique retraction

ë  : L (S) — L (u  ) with the properties

(i) !A Sjdfi" fA fdp tot all A  £ am and / £ Lpi®;

(ii) ë  (A/) = Aë  / for all A   £ Cf     and / £ L ((f).
771      ' 771' m ' p

(Remember that Af is the function which equals f on A and 0 elsewhere.) The

retractions fe    = ëi : Cl  | are called "conditional expectations".
777 m *

The symbol Ly"'(Cf) denotes the subspace of L AS) constituted by the ele-

ments / eL (d) with ë  /=0.
' p m'

A martingale (with respect to the sequence iu , pi) is a sequence \f } with

each /   being an Cf -measurable function integrable over all A  £ Cf with the prop-

erty that ë  /   = /    whenever m <n. We shall only be concerned with martingales

of the form |ë f\ where / £ L (Cf) for some p.
n' ' p *

We always have \\tej\\p < \\f\\p and / &nfdp. = //a>.

It is vital in what follows that we treat vector-valued functions; at least we

need to allow values in a separable Hilbert space. For the most part no changes

in arguments are needed to treat functions with values in an arbitrary Banach space

H. Fot 1 < p < oo we define L (Cl, p; H) to be the completion of the //-valued simple

functions for the norm ||/||   = \$\f\p d¡i\ 'p where |/| is the function whose values

are the norms in H of the corresponding values in /. For L     we take //-valued

bounded measurable functions with the additional restriction that the values of the

function must lie in a separable subspace of H. In this way we get nice functors

L (Cf, p; •) of Banach spaces with dual functors Lp' (Cf, p; •). In general, the ele-

ments of L9id, p; H) have to be regarded as //-valued additive set functions on Cf.

For 1 < p < » we have Lp(Cf, p; //) = L (Cf, p; //), "=" denotes canonical isomor-
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phism, when H has the Radon-Nikodym property and (3, u) is a-finite, which we

are assuming. Instances of the Radon-Nikodym property are reflexive spaces and

separable dual spaces. We shall use without further ado that, for 1 < p < oo, the

dual Banach space to L (â, p; H) is L A&, p; H') whenever //' is separable or

reflexive, H' being the dual of H. The dual pairing between / e L (Q, p; H) and

cp"   e L Aß, p; H1) is given by the absolutely convergent integral f cpfdp where çS/

is the numerical function  (cp, f)   with ( , ) the dual pairing of H   and H. The con-

ditional expectation operators have natural extensions ë   : L (u, p, H) —►

LAß.   , p, H). When 1 < p < » and H is reflexive &    may be viewed as the adjoint

of the inclusion L ,(u   , p, H') —» L Aß, p, H ).

A particularly interesting example of a stochastic base is given this way. Let

U. consist of the finite unions of intervals A of real numbers with integral endpoints. We

take the events of ß    to be those of the form 2-nA where A  £ CL. More generally,

in (/-dimensional space R    take U    to be the ring generated by the special cubes

A of the form A = \x e R : k. <2nx. < k. + 11 where i - 1, • • •, d and each
2—22

k. e Z (x. is the z'th coordinate of x). For A e S   we define u(A) to be its usual
2 2 n '

content. Let ß be the completion of U S    f°r the p-metric. Then (u, u) is the

ordinary Lebesgue measure ring of R . We call \ß  } the dyadic stochastic base

on Rd.

In the above example we have te   /—» 0 uniformly as m —»- oo for all / e L,.

Thus we cannot have, /sup   |6  f\dp < oo unless f fdp. = 0.

In probability examples one often encounters martingales of the form /   =

S?_j x,  where the x,  ate independent random variables with mean 0. In this

instance we take ß    = ßn tot all m < 0 where ß. consists of the events of prob-
m u — u *

ability 0 and probability 1. For 72 > 0 the ß    correspond to coproducts of 72 inde-

pendent copies of ß..

2. Functions of martingale bounded mean oscillation. If (ß, u) is a probability

algebra and flu    consists only of the events of probability 0 or 1 then an ele-

ment of BMO.   (with respect to the stochastic base jo !) is a function d> e L„
P 72 P

satisfying the conditions <p e BD and <p e JN    given below. In the general case

a function of bounded mean oscillation is not a function; rather an element cp e

BMO    is a sequence cp = \qym'; m e Z! where each <p(m' is locally in L  , and

&mcf>(m) = 0, <p(n) = <p(m> - ën<p(m) for 72 > 772. Thus «p(m) is a replacement for

<p-&m<p. The conditions that such a cp must satisfy are cp e JN   and cp £ BD.

The Banach space JN    consists of the sequences cp = j<p^mM of locally L

functions, as above, for which there exists a constant b such that for each m £ Z

and each A  £ Q    we have
m

int  f, \<PM-ifr\pdp<bfp(A),
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where iff runs over the elements of L (Cf  ). The greatest lower bound of the suit-

able constants b is the JN    norm, notation JI^H«,. It is clear that <p £ JN    iff

ë   í|0("!'|*'! is uniformly bounded, and

||<p||oo<suP||eJ|^V¡||^<2.í(||«p||oo.
777

The space BD consists of the sequences if : n £ Z| of uniformly bounded

martingale differences. That is to say, BD consists of the sequences \Ç I where

f     £ L^JAl  ), ë   _,£= 0, and there exists a constant b such that, for each m,

inf. ||f   - i/rll^ < b where \fj runs over L^iu.   _j). The BD-norm is the greatest

lower bound of the suitable constants b.

As a matter of notation we associate with an element (f> = í£ I £ BD the for-

mal sums (frm' = X f . Also, given (ft £ JN we get a sequence of martingale

differences ifj defined by £n - <p{n-l) - çS(n).

The Banach space BMO , 1 < p < oo, is BD O JN ; the norm is

èp(<p) = max[|l«p||BD,p||<p||J.

It is obvious that if p < a and (¡> £ JN9 then also rp £ JN , and JI^H^ <

oll^lloo' ^or tne general stochastic base fCf I the space JN    is strictly larger

than JN ; indeed, an element rp £ JN    need not have the <f>^m' locally in L . By

contrast we have the remarkable fact that all the BMO    spaces are the same. An

even sharper result holds.

Theorem JN.  Suppose r/>  eBMOjj then

(i) (p £ BMO^ for each p and byi(p) < b i<f>) < 57pbyi(f>),

(ii) for each integer m, each A   £ Cf   , and each subset E £ Cf of A we have

k |<p(m)| a>< 57byi(f>) ■ p(E)!2 + log p(A)/p(E)|.
IE

Remark. Theorem JN can be recast. With the notation PrA(E) = piE n A)/p.iA),

statement (ii) gives

(ii ) for each integer m, each A   £ Q.   , and each À > 0,

PrA¡l<¿("!)|>AÍ<aexp(-V&)

with a = e   and b = 57/>,(r/>). In turn, (ii') implies an estimate of the form (ii). It

is also not hard to see that, absolute constants apart, (i) and (ii ) are equivalent.

In the case of the dyadic stochastic base on R , Theorem JN was first proved

by John and Nirenberg [9]. They only assume çS £ JN,, but this stochastic base

has a regularity property which ensures that b i<p) < 2 J|0||   , as one readily can

verify.

The general statement of Theorem JN is a corollary of Theorems E and F.

below. Theorem E in §3 is quite straightforward, but the needed part of Theorem F,
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uses most of the machinery of this article. Indeed, if one knew a priori the equiva-

lence of BMO. with BM02 other theorems could be given quicker proof s. (Even

for the dyadic stochastic base on R , by the time one includes the John-Nirenberg

proof there is no real saving over the present route.)

The distinction between functions of "ordinary" bounded mean oscillation

and martingale bounded mean oscillation must be emphasized. A "function" cf>

on R belongs to ordinary JNj if there exists a constant b such that, for each

interval A, inf . /, \cp - ifr\dp < bp(A), where iff runs over the constants. The space

JN,  with respect to the dyadic stochastic base differs only in that the intervals

A of the defining condition are restricted to the class of special dyadic intervals.

The odd function cp defined by <p(t) = log /for í > 0 is martingale BMO but not

ordinary BMO since the JNj  condition fails for all intervals symmetric about the

origin. Indeed, martingale BMO is not even translation invariant. In any case,

the martingale BMO space is strictly larger than ordinary BMO.

The contents of this section are valid for //-valued functions where H is an

arbitrary Banach space. When H is a Hilbert space the JN2-norm has the simple

form

2ll<A!L = sup||gj<pW|2llcl = -up êjz \gÀ
m m (k>m

3. //j-martingales. The space  jLj of Lj -martingales is defined to be the

subspace of Lj(u) constituted by the elements / such that lim   _í_oa ||ë   /L = 0.

For any f e L.  we have that as 72 —► oo, te  / —» / almost uniformly. In general,

there is not convergence in norm. For a locally summable function / we form the

martingale maximal function Mf = sup   |©. /1. Clearly  |/| < Mf. The martingale

maximal theorem asserts that for p > 1, there is the estimate  ||M/||    <p'||/|L»

and this is best possible. In general, the set of / e .L.   such that ||zM/||,  < oo

constitutes a proper subspace. We define H.  to be this subspace; so H.  is a

Banach space under the norm ||/|| = ||zM/||j. (If / is any measurable function such

that ||M/|| j < oo then fe   / converges as ttz —»- oo in norm and almost uniformly to

a function f_oo; we impose on H.  the normalization condition f^^ =0 as an

inessential convenience.)

It is a routine matter, and moreover a by-product of later results, that if h e H.

then te h — fe h converges to h in norm as ttz —► - oo, n —>+ oo. The point of this

remark is that it is sufficient to check certain inequalities on martingales / such

that ëfc/ = 0 for k < kQ and &kf = <%J tot k > / where kQ and / are arbitrarily

given integers. In particular, the space AM of absolutely convergent martingales

constitutes a dense subset of H.. The elements a £ AM are the martingales a ■

lzn where zn e LAß,), fen_,zn = 0,and ||a|| = 2 ||*J, < ~.
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A central fact about //,  is that its dual Banach space is equivalent to BMO.

The precise statement is Theorem EF which we split as

Theorem E.  Let 0 be a bounded linear functional on Hy, and put \\$>\\ =

sup|$(A)|/||MA||j for h  £ Hy Then O has the form 0(A) = /(f>h dp. where

(i) rp £BUOp for each p and bpi(p) < p||0||;

(ii) for each integer m, each A   £ Cf   , and each subset E  £ S of A we have

ÍB \<f>(m)\^ < \\np(E){2 + log p(A)/p(E)T

Theorem F,. Suppose <£ £ BMO.. Then h —» ffihdp. gives a continuous

linear functional on Hy with |/A0ap.| < 57A.(<p)||MA||,.

(Weaker versions of this result with BMO.  replaced by BMO    are designated

as "Theorem F ".)

The combined result, Theorem EF, is simply a dual version of the basic Theorem B.

Theorem E is, however, so easy to prove directly that we do so. First we observe

the obvious

Proposition 1.  The dual Banach space to AM is BD.

The duality pairing of AM and BD is given by /4>h dp. = S   J"P y   dp, an

absolutely convergent sum of absolutely convergent integrals when h = S y    e AM

and çS = \P i £ BD. Since AM is dense in //,  any linear functional O £ H,   is

determined by a unique 4>  £ BD. For each pair of integers m > n we can write

down the finite sum ë  qym' m 2"       . P . Then for any h £ H,  with ë  h = 0 we
77 r fc=777 + I   =fc '1 771

shall have

0(A) = lim   0(ënA)=lim   f i&n<pim))hdp.
«-.OO «-«OO

Now suppose we have an event A   e Cf    and a function 6 £ L log lid  ). Then

the function A = 8 - ë  6 belongs to H,  and $(0 - ë  6) = f.  <¿(m)c9 du where
( F m m JA   r t    \      A

rp(m) = limB_<00 &n<p(m\ the limit necessarily existing in the norm of L(m,(Cf  )

for all a < oo. The statement (i) of Theorem E says ||<p||BD < H^H » which we know

from Proposition 1, and JI^H^ <p||$|| which follows by taking suitable 0 £ L ,.

We omit the details which are similar to those of the proof of (ii) given next (more-

over, apart from a constant factor (ii) is equivalent to JI^H^, £ p||$|| for all p).

Given A £  Cf    and E C A we observe that
771

f   \(f,M\ dp = sup I f   (f>M8du = sup |<D(0 - ë 0)|
je e \JA e

where 0 ranges over the measurable functions with |0| < E. The //.-norm of h =

0 - ë  0 for such a 0 is estimated by
771 J

\\Mh\\ = f sup \&k6 - ëm0| dp < ¡A MO dp + jA |ëm0| dp: < fA ME dp. + fA E dp
k>m
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since |te,0| < ë.E. Now fA E dp = p(E), and the maximal inequality gives

jAMEdp< u(E){l + log u(A)/u(E)\.

The above extends to vector-valued martingales. For any Banach space H we

define //j(/7) taking//-valued functions / e ji-jW with ||M/||j < oo. Theorem Fj

is valid with cp e BUO. (H ) where H   is the dual space of //. In Proposition 1

the duality is between AU(H) and BD(//'); in Theorem E the spaces H.(H) and

BMO  (//') are involved; for the validity of these assertions we assume that H   is

separable or reflexive.

4. Martingale contractions. Let (ß, u) be a measure ring and H and K a pair

of Hilbert spaces. We consider a bounded linear transformation  V: L2(u, p; H) —►

L2(a, p; K) which for simplicity we suppose has bound < 1. The transformation V

will be called a "martingale contraction" with respect to the stochastic base

¡S : 72 e ZÎ for (ß, u) it three further conditions are satisfied:

Basic condition. V commutes with all the conditional expectation operators

ë , 72 e Z.
72*

Measurability condition. Given an integer ttz, an event A   e ß   , and a func-

tion / e L2m)(ß, u; H) we have V(Af) = A(Vf).

Norm condition. For martingale differences x    6 Ly1""1' O L2(u , p; H) we

have ll^xjlj < ||x ||j. (It is not needed here, but it is natural to assume that the

adjoint V   also satisfies the norm condition, equivalently, if q*> £ BD O L, then

II^IIbD  <  M BD->
As will soon be clear, it is essential to consider martingale contractions in

the generality stated. We intend to deal more fully with them elsewhere, but a

typical result is a weak Lj-estimate for maximal martingale contractions MVf =

supk\t%kVf\, u\MVf > A| < 5A"1 ¡/Ilj leading to Lp bounds for 1 < p < «=, of the

form ||MV/||   < 10pp'||/||  . Such results are essentially due to D. G. Austin [l]

and to Burkholder and Gundy [2]. In general V will not be bounded on L..

The basic result in the //.-theory of martingale contractions is

Theorem C. Martingale contractions give bounded linear transformations of

Hyspaces. If h £ //j aTza" V is a martingale contraction then ||MV¿||j <30||M¿||,

where Mh is the maximal function of h and MVh the maximal function of Vh.

Theorem C is an immediate consequence of Theorem B, (a weaker special

case of Theorem B). We defer the proof until after the statement and proof of

Theorem B in §8 below.

A corollary of Theorem C is the theorem of Burgess Davis [3].

Theorem D. Given a martingale f define |T/| by |r/|2 = S|x |2 where x   =

te / — te _,/• Then we have the inequalities
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lir/||1<3o||M/|!j,    IlM/ii^nliryiij..

Proof. We suppose f is a martingale with values in a Hilbert space H and

we define a new martingale T/, with values in ¡2(H), by T/ = ixni. Here Ml"1/ =

IT/1  since |fe r/| = |2       |*.|2!^ is increasing. Now / —» Tf is a martingale

contraction, as is its adjoint. Applying Theorem C to h = /, V = T we get

lir^llj < 30||Mè||,; applying it to h = Vf and V = V (observe that TT/= /) we

get ||M/j||j < 301|Tè|| j. A slight modification of detail allows for a better estimate.

A proof of Theorem D by methods similar to ours is given by Garsia [6].

Theorem C suggests the following idea. Let us say that /   is a conjugate

martingale to / if / = cVf and / = dW f  where V and W ate martingale contrac-

tions and c and d ate constants. Then for each p, 1 < p < oo, the following are

equivalent:

(i) MfJ Lp,
(ii) M f   £ L    fot all conjugate functions /,

(iii) Mf   eL    for some conjugate function /,

e L    for all conjugate functions f,

(v) J    £ L    for the particular conjugate function / = Vf.

Any of these five equivalent conditions can serve to define the Banach space

H . For p > 1, the space H    is equivalent to L , and so it gives nothing new.

We have chosen (i) to define H.. Condition (iv) suggests function-theoretic

analogues where the role of martingale contraction is replaced by Calderán-

Zygmund operator, see [5].

5. L -regulated Lj-martingales. We are going to introduce spaces    L., 1<

p < oo, of martingales which have a probabilistic interest beyond the role they

play here. The definition of    Lj  is made in such a way that the properties of

Lj-martingales are easy to establish. The main theorems give useful character-

izations of     Lj when p = oo and p = 2; the case p = 1  is trivial since  .L.  con-

sists precisely of the L,-martingales.

The idea of an L -regulated L j-martingale is most easily seen in a special

case. Suppose f = gift where g e L Aßm) and iff £ Lpm\ß), the subspace of

LAß) consisting of elements with ë   iff - 0. For such an / we have ë, / =

gë^i/f; moreover if V is any martingale contraction then Vf = gVifr. These special

martingales are clearly very nice, but to obtain a Banach space we have to allow

certain infinite sums. To be exact,   Lj  consists of the Lj-martingales / which

can be written in the form / = 2 gifj where 2||g||  ,||i/r||    < °o. The    L    norm is

the infimum of the S ||g|L.||i/r|L for all possible representations.

F°r / £ oA\  an especially simple representation is possible. Given e > 0

we can write / = 2 fA with S /x(/4)||/A Ij^ < ^J/H j + e, a countable sum over events
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A where for some m = miA), we have A  £ Cf    and /.  is a bounded measurable
771/1

function vanishing outside A with ë   fA = 0.

The connection between the    Lj   spaces and something which we have already

seen is given by

Proposition 2. For 1 < p < » iAe dual Banach space to    Ly  is JN ,. The

space JN,  may be identified with a closed subspace of the dual of „Ey.

Proposition 2 results from abstract nonsense. It goes beyond what we really

need, which is the estimate

(*)       |jtp/a>| < ^1!^ . ^|/|j    for / £ pLy and <p £ JN,,, 1 ^ p < »o.

This estimate is rather concrete. If / = gifr where g £ L Ad  ) and i/r e L'm'(Cf)

then for rp £ JN^, the function &mi(p(m)iff) belongs to L^CfJ and \\emi<ßim)<ff)\\p

< j/ll^lloo ||<A|L. Thus /<p/ dp with / of the special form is defined by the absolutely

convergent integral /gë  (<ptm)i/r) dp. The definition of /r/>/ap is extended to all

f €   Ly by linearity and continuity, and the estimate (*) obviously persists.

The proof of Proposition 2 results from a precise description of _Lj. For fixed

p and each m £ Z we form A   = LAd  )  0*     L^'iS), where   0«    is the quo-
777       p     m      am     p um i

tient of the Banach space tensor product by the subspace generated by the elements

of the form Ag 0 ift - g 0 Aift where A £ d  . Next let A be the Banach space

sum, A = S    A  . For each m there is a morphism P : A   —» ,L, given by
'771771 r m       m I    I   ° '

Pmig ® iff) = g$. Then P = S    P    gives a morphism P: A —» ,L,  whose coimage,

i.e. A/kernel P considered as identified with a subset of ,L,, is precisely    Lj.

When H is a Banach space, the space    Lj(//) of //-valued L^,-regulated Lj-

martingales is defined by taking Am(/V) = EpAdm; R)  ®a    L^HCf; //) and then

proceeding in exactly analogous fashion.

If <p € JN ÁH ) and / e pLjC//) then (*) persists, but in order to ensure that

JN ,iH ) is the full dual space of A~yiH) when 1 < p < oo we assume that //' is

separable or reflexive.

I defer the details of the proof of Proposition 2 until §9. All that is involved

is a pedantic recasting of the definition of JN    combined with purely categorical

arguments; no analysis enters.

I have included the pedantic definition of    L.  here to point out to those with

any familiarity with tensor products that, while the formal definition of    L,  is

very convenient, a useful description of these spaces would not ordinarily be

expected. A happy surprise is in store. Read on.

6. L^-regulated L,-martingales.   The first of our two main results is a simple

characterization of ^L.-martingales.
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Theorem \¡x¡. If f £ ML,  then there exists an increasing sequence \r ] with

T   £Lyid ) and each fr  dp-5 ¡»11/Hi sueh that |ë    j/| <r . Conversely, if f is

a martingale such that |ë    , f\ < r    where \r \ is an increasing sequence of func-

tions r    £ LAß. ) with fr  dp<p, then f £ mL.  ana^H/fl, <6p.

The first part of the statement is completely straightforward. Suppose / = gifj

where g £ L*(Cf  ), iff £ L   (CO and ë zp = 0. Put r   = 0 for n < m and r   =
° 1       771        ' oo 77Ï n n

H^llooS f°r n> m. Then all the conditions are satisfied since ë    ,/ = 0 when

n<m and ën+1/ = gën+1zp when n > m, and ||ën+1zp||00 < H^H^. The result extends

from / of the special form to all / £ ^L..

The nonobvious part of the statement is the converse result. We shall use a

stopping-time argument. Choose a number c > 1, and define a stopping time r. by

r. = first 72 £ Z such that rn > c'. We put /' for the martingale / stopped accord-

ing to r\ and B' = \rj < r\+lJ. Then we may write /= 2 B'(/l+1 - f'). What this

means is that for each z we have sequences of events

Ai=h^c'!eK>  Bi=lr*-i^ci<rk^cI+1!e^

in terms of which we have

k k

Now let us fix temporarily m and i and examine the term B' if*   — f) which we

write as gifr where

r!'+l    „„j    ■/, _ n" ^-»'-íí/í+l

We wish to establish two facts:

g = B'mc'"    and    ^ = B;c-'-V+I-/').

II"AL<1 + C_1    and    &J = 0.

In the event B1   we have f' = Q>  f, and we know, by hypothesis, that |ë  f\<

r     ,. Thus B' l/M < c\ and it suffices to show that |/"'+1| <.ci+1 and ë  /i+1 =
771-1 Til"     I   —        ' II I  — ml

ë / in the event B' . Recall the definition of /I+1,
771' 772 * "

/, + 1 = ë /   in the event ir    , < cM < r 1,

/I+1 = /        in the event fsup rk < ci+1J.

Therefore  |/I+1| < cI+1, and in B'   we have1/1   — 771

/m = êm/+Z^+1(ë,+1/-ëfe/).
kirn

Since ë    =6   6,  whenever k > m, the operator ë    annihilates each term in the
771 771       k — c 771

sum, and we have indeed ë  {'*    = ë   /in B' .
7 m1 m' m
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What we have shown so far is that B' (fl+   - /') = giff where g £ LAß  ) and
772  ' ' ° ' ° 1,772

iff £L(£\ß). Thus BJ,(/i+l -/'") is an element of ^Lj and J|B^(//+1 - /% <

Ilgllill-AIL < (c + l)c'p(B^). It follows that Jl/Uj < (c + 1) fßdp where ß =
IL B' c', the sum being taken over all ttz and t.

Let / be the random variable, whose value is an integer or + », defined by

/ = sup ¡¿: c1 < r\. Then we have the pointwise estimate

ß < zc' ^c' rc_*=cy+i(c - D-1 < c(c - ir1,.
z'<y fc=o

This gives the norm estimate oo||/1| - < Ac + l)(c - l)    p. The choice c = 2 gives

the assertion of the theorem; the best choice is c = 1 + \/2.

Theorem AM remains valid for martingales with values in an arbitrary Banach

space.

7. The space of 2Lj-martingales. Given a martingale / we form a Littlewood-

Paley function y(/) defined by

y2(/)=Zë„_j|xJ2,    xn = ën/-ën_j/.
72

The function y(f) has played a fundamental role in the study of martingales since

the work of P. Levy (see [10, Chapter VIII] where the notation is b   for y (/)).

There is a remarkable characterization of 2Lj in terms of y.

Theorem A2. A necessary and sufficient condition that f belong to JL. is

that y(/) be summable. More precisely we have  fy(f)dp < 2\\f\\. < 2" (y(f)dp.

Proof.  Consider / £ 2L.  of the form f = gift where g £ LAß  ) and iff £

L[m\ß). Then we have y(/) = gyiifr), but ||y(ip)||2 = ||<p||2. Hence"ï|y(/)||j <

llzSl^lly^l^ = HsUM^ = 211/Hi' and this inequality obviously persists for all

/ e  2Lj. In the opposite direction it suffices to prove that for cp e JN2, the dual

space of 2Lj we have |(/, cp) \ < 2%(/)||j • Jcpl^. We can write (/, cj>) =

fl xk¿;kdp where x¿ = &kf- &k_if> £k = <p(fe_1) - <p(fe). The Schwartz inequality

gives | (/, cp) | < aß where

and íy i is any convenient sequence. We take y   = y (/) = !S,       ë.|x,   ,|   i  .
** TI Ti /c ^7* k,       ztf 1

Now for the computation of a we have a  = j"2 y~ (y   — y     .)dp since

Sy~nXK+l\2 d« = Sy-nl&n\xn+l\2 d"- On the other hand 2 y'1^ - y2_j) < 2y

for any increasing sequence ¡ynl of positive quantities with lim ^x y   = y (com-

pare the sum with /J^ F~ ^(t) dF(t) where F is a nice increasing function with

F(n) = yn).  Hence we get   a    <  2||y||j.  To estimate  ß  we observe that
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ß2 = /2(y„ - yn_i)|0(n)|2 dp- since <p(n) ~ 2fe>   ffe. Inside the integral we may

replace |<p(n)|2 by ëjrp(n)|2, a quantity majorized by 2||<p|£. Thus ß2 <

\\y\\. • ,Halloo» and the required estimate follows.

There is a somewhat more precise version of Theorem A2 which shows more of

a resemblance to Theorem A   . namely
OO '

2l/Ill-infpW.{/ÇrB-M*B+1|2rf(u}W

where the infimum is taken over all increasing sequences \r \ with r    £ L,(Cf )

andp = supn||rn||j < oo.

To prove the last statement one shows that the dual space of 2L,  defined the

new way is again JN2.

All of the above is valid for martingales with values in a Hubert space. It

does not extend to martingales with values in an arbitrary Banach space since we

have used heavily the fact that martingale differences form an orthogonal sequence

of functions.

8. Representation theorem for //.-martingales. The key result on //.-martingales

is the next

Theorem B. Suppose 1 < p < oo. Given an absolutely convergent martingale

a £ AM and an L -regulated Ly-martingale j £    Ly  then h = a+f is an Hy-martin-

gale with ||MA|L < ||a|| + p • J|/||j. Conversely any h £ Hy  can be written in the

form h = a + f with a £ AM, / £ pLy and \\a\\ <4||MA||1, p||/||j <53||MA||r

Proof. It is obvious that it a £ AM then ||Ma||. < ||a||. Suppose f £ Ly has

the form / = gift with g £ L Ad ) and ip £ Ly*'(C0. Then the maximal function of

/is Mf = |g|Mi/f. According to the maximal inequality, ||Mi/r||   <p ||i/r||  . Thus

and this estimate extends to all f £   Ly. The converse is not obvious and uses,

with a trivial modification, the Burgess Davis decomposition [3] followed by an

application of Theorem Ax. Given h £ AL y with ||MA|L < », put y   =ëè-ë,A

and A    £ Cf    the event i|y | > 4M _, A|. We decompose h as h = a + / where a =

2 V in = hn-l- an- I + **  where  hk = &kh> «k = &ka   and Zk = V* " ^-l04^'

x. = (1 — A^)yk + ^k-l^k^k1' ^e a'ways nave lynl - M„¿> + Mn_i¿, and in the

event A    there is the estimate  |y | > 4M     ,h. Therefore A  |y | < 2(M A — M     ,h).
71 [7n' 71-1 TI1-'«1   — 71 71-1

Now H2„lli £2H^„y„Hi' s0 we obtain

ll-ll - I «*Jl < 4 Z Í Kh - M^j^a-p = 4JI.VIAIIJ.
n
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For the martingale / determined by &n f = fn we have |/J < \hn_ A + %k<n Ak\yk\ +

s*<„ h-iAk\yk\+ i1 -AJ\yJ+ &n-iAJy„\- Usins*•"&«*« (1 -An)|yj <
4Mn_jÄ, we get the estimate |/J < rn_j where rn_j = 5Mn_yb + 1k<n AAyk\ +

2.      ë,   ,A,|y.|. The crucial observation is that r    e L iß ). Also
fcSTl        *-I      k'-f k' 771 771

MI<3|W|| + 2 2: ||A,y,||j<9||M¿||j.

We now invoke Theorem A„ which yields

00ll/lli<(3+2V2)||r!|j<53||Mi!|j.

The estimate for p = oo holds a fortiori for all values of p.

Theorem B for a particular choice of p will be termed Theorem B . The hardest

case is BM. When p = 2 we can prove that ill/Hi £ ^ suPllr  111 ̂ n t'le above con-

struction by using Theorem A2. Thus Theorem B, with the estimate 2ll/lli ^

13||AI¿L  bypasses Theorem A^, at least for Hilbert space-valued martingales.

Now suppose V: LAß, p; H) —» L2(u, p; K) is a martingale contraction and / e

2LAß, p; H). We assert that Vf 6 2LAß, p; K) and 2||V/||j < 2\\f\\v It is enough

to consider / of the special form / = gift where g £ L2iß   ; R) and iff £ L2'iß; H).

We know that ||V^||2 < ||^||2 and ë   Vift = vë  iff = 0 from the basic condition.

Also Vigiff) = giVip) from the measurability condition. Hence

2liYli<kl,|v¥l2<Icl2|*|2-3|/|r

The norm condition for martingale contractions says precisely that we have a mor-

phism of AM spaces. Thus Theorem C follows from Theorem B2.

In view of Propositions 1 and 2, Theorem EF is a dual version of Theorem B.

The difficult point, Theorem Fj, involves the deep part of Theorem B. Theorem B2

gives only Theorem F, asa corollary. It should be observed that Theorem B is

valid for martingales with values in any Banach space.

9. The spaces JN . We give here a more abstract definition of JN    than that

in §2.

Fix a value of p and for each ttz £ Z consider the Banach space A      defined

by

A'   = HOmSlíS  ), LAß)/LAß)).
m p     m        p p     m

An element rp(m)  e A'   is a bounded linear transformation cAm ': LAß  ) —»
r 772 r p      m

LAß)/LAß  ) which commutes with multiplication by ß  -simple functions, that is,

<f>im)Ag = Acp(m)g whenever A  £ ßm.

The Banach spaces Ly"'(ö) and L (ß)/L Aß  ) are equivalent: each element

0  of the quotient space LAß)/LAß ) has a uniquely determined representative
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0 £ LAd) with ë   0 = 0. Henceforth we shall identify an element of L.id)/L (Cf )
p 771 ' p p      771

with its canonical representative in L)™\d); the norm, however, will be the quo-

tient norm.

Now the event A £ Cf    may be regarded as an element of L (Cf  ); so (p*-m'A

may be viewed as a well-defined element of L^m,(Cf). Abusing the notation, we

may identify (jym' with a function which is locally in L Ad) and satisfies ë  rp(m* = 0.

The norm of the element rp(m)A in L (Cf)/L (Cf  ) is
' p p     m

Up
||<p(m)A|| = inf {Jj^-^pj

where iff ranges over L Adm). It we write ||<p     || for the norm in A^ we then have

supA Hç&^All/llAlIp < ||rp(ffl)|| where A ranges over Cf^. The quantity on the left

Nj<P(m>)= sup inf { fA \(pM-iff\Pdp/piA)\
Vp

Thus we have /Vm(rp(m)) < ||rp(m)||. On the other hand it is easy to see that if

d>(m) is a function locally in L (Cf) with ë rp(m) = 0 and N iá(m)) < ~ then
' P m m   r

g H»<¿     g, where g e L.((X  ), defines a bounded linear transformation in A'
°       r       ° ° p     m m

with norm < Nj(p(m)). Thus. ||rp(m)|| = Nj(p{m)).

Let us form the Banach space product A = II   A  . An element (p £ A' has

components rp(m)  £ A^ and ||rp|| = supm ||$(m)||. The subspace of A' consisting of

those çS such that (fr"' = qym' — ë  qym' whenever m <n is precisely the pre-

viously defined space JNp and   ||rp|| = supm ||0<»>|| = supm iVm(^»>) = Al^,

since Jl^ll^, was defined in §2 as sup    Nmi(p^m').

For a Banach space //, the space JNAH) of //-valued JNö-"functions" is

defined by the exact same procedure with A    replaced by

A'(//) = HOmSl (Cf  ; R), L id, H)/L id  ,//)).
771 p       771 p p       771

The proof of Proposition 2 in §5 is now purely abstract. Suppose X    and Y

ate Banach spaces which admit a ring Cf    of endomorphisms. Then if we put A    =

X     0a     Y    the dual Banach space is   (A  )' = HOM^X   , y' ). For A = 2 A
hi      um     777 r m mm m

we get (A)  = II (A  ) , and finally, if K is a (closed) subspace of A then the dual

of A/K is the subspace of (A)   consisting of the elements which annihilate K.

In the situation at hand we have A^AH) = A/K where X    = L  .(Cf   ; R) and Y    =
P      1 771 p 771' 771

Lpm\d; H). If p < oo and //' is separable or reflexive then Y'm = L^CÎ; H')/Lp,idm; //')

and the subspace of (A)' which arises is exactly JN ,(//'). In case p = oo or //'

arbitrary, the space L.,(Cf; H')/L Ad   ; //') is only a subspace of y'; so A'(//')
P p777 ' * 771771

is merely a subspace of the dual of A  (//), and we can only assert that JN ,(// )

is a subspace of the dual of   Lj(/7).
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